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 I 

Abstract 
 
In linguistics, semantic analysis is a part of the Artificial Intelligence and it is a major 

interest in today’s research in Computer Science. Semantic analysis is using to study 

the meaning of words and fixed word combinations, and how these combine to form 

the meanings of sentences. When the users enter a input text to search a particual 

thing, the semantic analysis technique is using to finding out the matching content 

from the web text. For the users as well as for the application, semantic analysis is 

incresing the usability. To achiving this usability and incresing the facilities for the 

users, semantic anlysis is developing day by day.  

Like the human, the machine can also understand the human language now a 

days. So the machine is using for find out certine input texts or document from the 

online newspapers and web content texts. It is faster then human to collecting 

thousands and millions news in a certain amount of time.  

Some few techniques are developed to understand the text or document like 

crime report analysis and resume type recognization. Crime report analysis can find 

out the date, place and time of the crime. Which is easier to analysis by using the 

machine. But this system will not work for other different type of texts. So if we want 

to find out the object name, location, person name from a input text, there are no 

suitable technique for us. 

This thesis propose and describe a solution in the area of semantic analysis 

which will identify the object name, text type and priority from a users input text.  

The outcome of this thesis work is satifiable and able to work on future for 

general purpose use and include more option. 
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  Chapter 1 

1.1 Introduction 
 

The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) was first used by John McCarthy who considers 

it to mean “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines” [38]. It can 

also refer to intelligence (trait) as exhibited by an artificial (non-natural, 

manufactured) entity. 

 
The terms strong and weak AI can be used to narrow the definition for classifying 

such systems. AI is studied in overlapping fields of computer science, psychology and 

engineering, dealing with intelligent behavior, learning and adaptation in machines, 

generally assumed to be computers.   

 
Research in AI is concerned with producing machines to automate tasks requiring 

intelligent behavior. Examples include control, planning and scheduling, the ability to 

answer diagnostic and consumer questions, handwriting, natural language, speech, 

and facial recognition. As such, the study of AI has also become an engineering 

discipline, focused on providing solutions to real life problems, knowledge mining, 

software applications, strategy games like computer chess and other video games. 

 

Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence and 

linguistics. It studies the problems of automated generation and understanding of 

natural human languages. Natural language generation systems convert information 

from computer databases into normal-sounding human language, and natural language 

understanding systems convert samples of human language into more formal 

representations that are easier for computer programs to manipulate [40]. 

 

1.2 What is semantic analysis? 
 

In linguistics, semantic analysis is the process of relating syntactic structures, from the 

levels of phrases, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs to the level of the writing as a 

whole, to their language-independent meanings, removing features specific to 

particular linguistic and cultural contexts, to the extent that such a project is possible. 
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The elements of idiom and figurative speech, being cultural, must also be converted 

into relatively invariant meanings [41]. 

1.3 Background 

 
Natural Language processing (NLP), the use of computers to extract information from 

input in everyday language, has begun to come of age. Parsing is a very common 

thing in natural language processing. By parsing we mean the process of analyzing a 

sentence to determine its syntactic structure according to a formal grammar. The 

example of parser is give below: 

Input: Boeing is located in Seattle. 

 

Output: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hopcroft and Ullman introduce a context free grammar in 1979. A context free 

grammar G = ( N, ∑, R, S) where: 

• N is a set of non-terminal symbols 

• ∑  is a set of terminal symbols 

• R is a set of rules of the form X → Y1Y2 … Yn 

For n ≥ 0, X ∈ N, Yi ∈ (N U ∑) 

• S ∈ N is a distinguished start symbol 

 

    S 

   NP    VP 

   N 

   Boeing 

   V    VP 

   is    V    PP 

   located    P 

   in 

   NP 

   N 

   Seattle 
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N = {S, NP, VP, PP, DT, Vi, Vt, NN, IN} 

S = S 

∑ = {sleep, saw, man, women, telescope, the, with, in} 

 
R =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here, S = Sentence, VP = verb phase, NP = noun phase, PP = prepositional phase, DT 

= determiner, Vi = intransitive verb, Vt = transitive verb, NN = noun, IN = 

preposition 

 

The above part is parsing technique and there are two different kind of parsing. Top-

down parsing and Bottom-up parsing [39].  

 
Parsing an utterance into its constituents is only one step in processing language. The 

ultimate goal, for humans as well as natural language-processing (NLP) systems, is to 

understand the utterance which, depending on the circumstances, may mean 

incorporating the information provided by the utterance into one’s own knowledge 

base or, more in general, performing some action in response to it. ’Understanding’ an 

utterance  is a complex process, that depends on the results of parsing, as well as on 

lexical information, context, and commonsense reasoning; and results in what we will 

call the SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION IN CONTEXT of the utterance, which is 

basis for further action by the language- processing agent. 

 

Research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has identified two aspects of 

’understanding’ as particularly important for NLP systems. Understanding an 

utterance means, first of all, knowing what an appropriate response to that utterance 

is. For example, when we hear the instruction in {1} we know what action is 

S → NP  VP 
VP → Vi 
VP → Vt   NP 
VP → VP  PP 
NP → DT  NN 
NP → NP   PP 

PP →  IN    NP 

Vi → sleeps 
Vt → saw 
NN → man 
NN → woman 
NN → telescope 
DT → the  
IN →  with 
IN →  in 
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requested, and when we hear {2} we know that it is a request for verbal response 

giving information about the time: 

 

 Mix the flour with the water.                                          {1} 

 

 What time is it?                    {2} 

 

An understanding of an utterance also involves being able to draw conclusions from 

what we hear or read, and being able to relate this new information to what we 

already know. For example, when we semantically interpret {3} we acquire 

information that allows us to draw some conclusions about the speaker; if we know 

that Torino is an Italian town, we may also make some guesses about the native 

language of the speaker, and his preference for a certain type of coffee. When we hear 

{4}, we may conclude that John bought a ticket and that he is no longer in the city he 

started his journey from, among other things. 

 

 I was born in Torino.        {3} 

 

 John went to Birmingham by train.      {4} 

 

The effect of semantic interpretation depends on reader’s intention and action. A great 

number of theories of knowledge representation for semantic interpretation have been 

proposed; these range from the extremely ad hoc to the very general [28].  

1.4 Why I study? 
 

As I mention in the first chapter that semantic analysis is a part of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). And our SMART Project’s goal is to identify the subject, object, 

person name, priority and message type from an input message which can be take 

from a mobile or web content. Because it is very difficult to find out a subject from a 

message that’s why I study the research papers to find out some suitable algorithm to 

generate the object name and message type.     
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1.5 Brief description 
 
The objective of the SMART project is to explore the concept of "reaction media", 

allowing individuals to engage themselves and take active part in many situations. 

Today users often do not provide suggestions, opinions and alarms, due to 

uncertainty on who to contact, and the effort needed to take active part.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1: Prototype of a SMART Project Web Content 

 

The idea is to make "SMART objects" in the physical environment available to be 

reacting upon by individuals, and to mark those objects with an easily recognizable 

symbol. In time, that symbol would be universally recognized and embedded in the 

minds of individuals, so that providing information becomes a natural everyday 

activity, rather than something that breaks the normal flow of the day. 

  

For developers of products, services and places, SMART enables activating user 

groups in the development process. For individuals in their roles as citizens, 

employees etc, and SMART makes it possible to easily and directly take active part in 

many more situations. 
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For a region where a SMART system is in use, dynamic growth effects will be 

achieved, by adding precision to innovations in products and processes, by deeply 

involving users [42]. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure2: Message input Layout with object name and ID 

 
 
SMART system is the idea to build for the industrial purpose. So anyone can use his 

or her mobile for smart response to give an opinion about a particular object. Figure 3 

is the web content image where we can see the real database which is storing the 

submitted text by the users. Some databases are like responz_media, responz_object, 

responz_posts and users are using to store real data information about media file, 

object information, posts information and the users. Where the responz_media 

database is store the information about image, audio and video files. The Figure 4 is 

the view of media database. We can see that the image files are in jpg, gif format; 

audio files are amr format and video files are is 3gp format.  Where the 

responz_object table stores the information about the object name, ID, text type etc. 

Figure 5 is the object database. Another database is responz_post which store the 

information about text priority, text owner information etc.   
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Figure 3: Database running on web server 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Media information database running on web server 
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Figure 5: Object information database running on web server 

 

This is the web client which is using for the internet users and storing the submitted 

information using by mobile. Figure 6 is the mobile interface which is using for 

submitting the users opinion. The package for the mobile client is downloadable from 

the internet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Mobile Client Interface for SMART System 
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Where my part is to understand the input message using semantic analysis and find 

out the subject, object, person name, priority and message type. In Figure 2 we can 

see that we can input the object name, ID and message for opinion, suggestion, report 

or proposal.  

 

But for this we must know where any existing algorithm can do such an operation or 

not. That’s why I select some research papers for the study and find out some 

solutions for the semantic analysis. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Literature review 
 

To achieve more knowledge about the semantic analysis I have select some research 

papers. From the research papers I can learn some new techniques, advantages and 

disadvantages about new method which are using now a day for natural language 

processing. Some research papers and its method and techniques are described below.    

2.2 Generic Text Summarization Using Relevance Measure   

and Latent Semantic Analysis  

Y. Gong and X. Liu proposed two generic text summarization methods that create text 

summaries by ranking and extracting sentences from the original documents. This is 

an attempt to create a summery with a wider coverage of the document’s main content 

and less redundancy. For text summarization query is use but it does not make any 

sense to the over all document. As I mention before that two methods are propose and 

both of methods need to first decompose the document into individual sentences, and 

to create a weighted term-frequency vector for each of the sentences. Let Ti = [t1i t2i 

… tni]
T be the term frequency vector of passage i, where element tji denotes the 

frequency in which term j occurs in passage i. Here passages i could be a phase, a 

sentence, a paragraph of the document, or could be the whole document it. The 

weighted term frequency vector Ai = [a1i a2i … ani]
T of passage i is define as: 

 

aji = L(tji).G(tji) 

 

Where L(tji) is the local weighting for term j in passage i, and G(tji) is the global 

weighting for term j in the whole document. Where the weighted term frequency 

vector Ai is created, we further have the choice of using Ai with its original form, or 

normalization it by its length |Ai|.  

 

I would like to explain summarization by Latent Semantic Analysis because I want to 

know how semantic analysis work for text summarization.  
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LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) inspired by the LSI (Latent semantic indexing) the 

applied the singular value decomposition (SVD) to generic text summarization. The 

process starts with the creation of a term by sentences matrix A = [A1 A2 … An] with 

each column vector Ai representing the weighted term-frequency vector of sentence I 

in the document under consideration. If there are a total of m terms and n sentences in 

the document, then they have m x n matrix A for the document. Since every word 

does not normally appear in each sentence, the matrix A is usually sparse. 

 

Given an m x n matrix A, where without loss of generality m ≥ n, the SVD of A is 

defined as [35]. 

 

Where U = [uij] is an m x n column-orthonormal matrix whose columns are called left 

singular vectors; Σ = diag(σ1, σ2 … σn) is an n x n diagonal matrix whose diagonal 

elements are non-negative singular values sorted in descending order columns are 

called right singular vectors. If rank(A) = r, then Σ satisfies 

 

σ1 ≥ σ2 … ≥ σr  > σr+1 = … = σn = 0. 

 

The interpretation of applying the SVD to the terms by sentences matrix A can be 

made from two different view-points. Form transformation point of view, the SVD 

derives a mapping between the m-dimensional space spanned by the weighted term-

frequency vectors and the r-dimensional singular vector space with all of its axes 

linearly-independent. This mapping projects each column vector i in matrix A, which 

represents the weighted term-frequency vector of sentence i, to column vector ψi = [vi1 

vi2 … vir]
T of matrix VT, and maps each row vector j in matrix A, which tells the 

occurrence cont of the term j in each of the documents, to row vector φj = [uj1 uj2 … 

ujr] of matrix U. Here each element vix of ψi, ujy of φj is called the index with the x´th, 

y´th singular vectors, respectively. 

 

Based on the above discussion, they proposed the following SVD-based document 

summarization method.  

1. Decompose the document D into individual sentences, and use these sentences 

to form the candidate sentence set S, and set K=1. 

2. Construct the term by sentence matrix A for the document D. 
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3. Perform the SVD on A to obtain the singular value matrix Σ, and the right 

singular vector space, each sentence I is represented by the column vector ψi = 

[vi1 vi2 … vir]
T of VT. 

4. Select the k’th right singular vector from matrix VT. 

5. Select the sentence which has the largest index value with the k’th right 

singular vector, and include it in the summary. 

6. If k reaches the predefined number, terminate the operation; otherwise, 

increment k by one, and go to Step 4. 

 

This method is used to create a summery with a wider coverage of the document’s 

content and a less redundancy. And for excremental evaluation, a database consisting 

of two months of the CNN Worldview news programs was constructed, and 

performances of the summarization methods were evaluated by comparing the 

machine generated summaries with the manual summaries created by three 

independent human evaluator. And it produced quite compatible performance scores 

[12]. 

2.3 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing 
 

One of the most popular families of information retrieval techniques is based on the 

Vector-Space Model (VSM) for documents. A VSM variant is characterized by three 

ingredients: (i) a transformation function (also called local term weight), (ii) a term 

weighting scheme (also called global term weight), and (iii) a similarity measure. In 

their experiments they have utilized (i) a representation based on the (untransformed) 

term frequencies (tf) n(d, w) which has been combined with (ii) the popular inverse 

document frequency (idf) term weights, and the (iii) standard cosine matching 

function. The same representation applies to queries q such that the matching function 

for the baseline methods can be written as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 2

( , ) ( , )

( , )
( , ) ( , )

w

w w

n d w n q w

s d q
n d w n q w

=

∑

∑ ∑

⌢ ⌢

⌢ ⌢
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Where ( , ) idf ( ). ( , )n d w w n d w=
⌢

are the weighted word frequencies. 

 

In latent semantic indexing, the original vector space representation of documents is 

replaced by a representation in the low-dimensional latent space and the similarity is 

computer based on that representation. They actually consider linear combinations of 

the original similarity score (weight λ) and the one derived from the latent space 

representation (weight 1-λ). 

 

The performance of PLSI has been systematically compared with the standard term 

matching method based on the raw term frequencies (tf) and their combination with 

the inverse document frequencies (tfidf), as well as with LSI [14].  

2.4 Indexing by Latent Semantic Analysis  
 

In this research paper Deerwester S. used singular value decomposition technique, 

which a large term by document matrix is decomposed into a set of ca 100 orthogonal 

factors from which the original matrix can be approximated by linear combination. 

Documents are represented by ca 100 item vectors of factor weights. It is designed to 

overcome a fundamental problem that plagues existing retrieval techniques that try to 

match words of queries with words of documents. The proposed approach tries to 

overcome the deficiencies of term matching retrieval by treating the unreliability of 

observed term document association data as a statistical problem.  There is some 

underlying latent semantic structure in the data that is partially obscured by the 

randomness of word choice with respect to retrieval. They use statistical techniques to 

documents based on the latent structure, and get rid of the obscuring “noise”. A 

description of terms and documents based on the latent semantic structure is used for 

indexing and retrieval.  

 

In this paper they have tried uses singular-value decomposition. They take a large 

matrix of term-document association data and construct a “semantic” space wherein 

terms and documents that are closely associated are placed near one another. 

Singular-value decomposition allows the arrangement of the space to reflect the major 

associative patterns in the data, and ignore the smaller, less important influences. As a 

result, terms that did not actually appear in a document may still end up close to the 
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document, if that is consistent with the major patterns of association in the data. 

Position in the space then serves as the new kind of semantic indexing, and retrieval 

by using the term in a query to identify a point in the space, and documents in its 

neighborhood are return to the user [8].  

 

A fundamental deficiency of current information retrieval methods is that the words 

searchers use often are not the same as those by which the information they seek has 

been indexed. There are actually two sides to the issue; they called them broadly 

synonymy and polysemy. They used synonymy in a very general sense to describe the 

fact that there are many ways to refer to the same object. Users in different contexts or 

with different needs, knowledge, or linguistic habits will describe the same 

information using different terms. Indeed, we have found that the degree of variability 

in descriptive term usage is much greater than is commonly suspected. For example, 

two people choose the same main key word for a single well-known object less than 

20% of the time [9]. Comparably poor agreement has been reported in studies of 

inter-indexer consistency [31] and in the Generation of search terms by either expert 

intermediaries [10] or less experienced searchers [19] [3]. The prevalence of 

synonyms tends to decrease the "recall" performance of retrieval systems. 

 

By polysemy we refer to the general fact that most words have more than one distinct 

meaning (homograph). In different contexts or when used by different people the 

same term (e.g. "chip") takes on varying referential significance. Thus the use of a 

term in a search query does not necessarily mean that a document containing or 

labeled by the same term is of interest. Polysemy is one factor underlying poor 

"precision". 

 

The failure of current automatic indexing to overcome these problems can be largely 

traced to three factors. The first factor is that the way index terms are identified is 

incomplete. The terms used to describe or index a document typically contain only a 

fraction of the terms that users as a group will try to look it up under. This is partly 

because the documents themselves do not contain all the terms users will apply, and 

sometimes because term selection procedures intentionally omit many of the terms in 

a document. 
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Attempts to deal with the synonymy problem have relied on intellectual or automatic 

term expansion, or the construction of a thesaurus. These are presumably 

advantageous for conscientious and knowledgeable searchers who can use such tools 

to suggest additional search terms. The drawback for fully automatic methods is that 

some added terms may have different meaning from that intended (the polysemy 

effect) leading to rapid degradation of precision [30]. 

 

It is worth noting in passing that experiment with small interactive data bases have 

shown monotonic improvements in recall rate without overall loss of precision as 

more indexing terms, either taken from the documents or from large samples of actual 

users’ words are added [11] [13] . 

 

Whether this "unlimited aliasing" method, which we have described elsewhere, will 

be effective in very large data bases remains to be determined. Not only is there a 

potential issue of ambiguity and lack of precision, but the problem of identifying 

index terms that are not in the text of documents grows cumbersome. This was one of 

the motives for the approach to be described here. 

 

The second factor is the lack of an adequate automatic method for dealing with 

polysemy. One common approach is the use of controlled vocabularies and human 

intermediaries to act as translators. Not only is this solution extremely expensive, but 

it is not necessarily effective. Another approach is to allow Boolean intersection or 

coordination with other terms to disambiguate meaning. Success is severely hampered 

by users’ inability to think of appropriate limiting terms if they do exist, and by the 

fact that such terms may not occur in the documents or may not have been included in 

the indexing. 

 

The third factor is somewhat more technical, having to do with the way in which 

current automatic indexing and retrieval systems actually work. In such systems each 

word type is treated as independent of any other (see, for example, van Rijsbergen 

[32]). Thus matching (or not) both of two terms that almost always occur together is 

counted as heavily as matching two that are rarely found in the same document. Thus 

the scoring of success, in either straight Boolean or coordination level searches, fails 

to take redundancy into account, and as a result may distort results to an unknown 
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degree. This problem exacerbates a user’s difficulty in using compound-term queries 

effectively to expand or limit a search. 

 

In this paper they explain the SVD where the latent semantic structure analysis starts 

with a matrix of terms by documents. This matrix is then analyzed by singular value 

decomposition (SVD) to derive our particular latent semantic structure model. 

Singular value decomposition is closely related to a number of mathematical and 

statistical techniques in a wide variety of other fields, including eigenvector 

decomposition, spectral analysis, and factor analysis. We will use the terminology of 

factor analysis, since that approach has some precedence in the information retrieval 

literature. 

 

The traditional, one-mode factor analysis begins with a matrix of associations 

between all pairs of one type of object, e.g., documents [4]. This might be a matrix of 

human judgments of document to document similarity, or a measure of term overlap 

computed for each pair of documents from an original term by document matrix. This 

square symmetric matrix is decomposed by a process called "eigen-analysis", into the 

product of two matrices of a very special form (containing "eigenvectors" and 

"eigenvalues"). These special matrices show a breakdown of the original data into 

linearly independent components or "factors". In general many of these components 

are very small, and may be ignored, leading to an approximate model that contains 

many fewer factors. Each of the original documents’ similarity behavior is now 

approximated by its values on this smaller number of factors. The result can be 

represented geometrically by a spatial configuration in which the dot product or 

cosine between vectors representing two documents corresponds to their estimated 

similarity. 

 

In two-mode factor analysis one begins not with a square symmetric matrix relating 

pairs of only one type of entity, but with an arbitrary rectangular matrix with different 

entities on the rows and columns, e.g., a matrix of terms and documents. This 

rectangular matrix is again decomposed into three other matrices of a very special 

form, this time by a process called "singular-value decomposition" (SVD). (The 

resulting matrices contain "singular vectors" and "singular values".) As in the one-

mode case these special matrices show a breakdown of the original relationships into 
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linearly independent components or factors. Again, many of these components are 

very small, and may be ignored, leading to an approximate model that contains many 

fewer dimensions. In this reduced model all the term-term, document-document and 

term-document similarity is now approximated by values on this smaller number of 

dimensions. The result can still be represented geometrically by a spatial 

configuration in which the dot product or cosine between vectors representing two 

objects corresponds to their estimated similarity. 

 

Thus, for information retrieval purposes, SVD can be viewed as a technique for 

deriving a set of uncorrelated indexing variables or factors; each term and document 

is represented by its vector of factor values. Note that by virtue of the dimension 

reduction, it is possible for documents with somewhat different profiles of term usage 

to be mapped into the same vector of factor values. This is just the property we need 

to accomplish the improvement of unreliable data proposed earlier. Indeed, the SVD 

representation, by replacing individual terms with derived orthogonal factor values, 

can help to solve all three of the fundamental problems we have described. 

 

In various problems, they have approximated the original term-document matrix using 

50-100 orthogonal factors or derived dimensions. Roughly speaking, these factors 

may be thought of as artificial concepts; they represent extracted common meaning 

components of many different words and documents. Each term or document is then 

characterized by a vector of weights indicating its strength of association with each of 

these underlying concepts. That is, the "meaning" of a particular term, query, or 

document can be expressed by k factor values, or equivalently, by the location of a 

vector in the k -space defined by the factors. The meaning representation is 

economical, in the sense that N original index terms have been replaced by the k<N 

best surrogates by which they can be approximated. They make no attempt to interpret 

the underlying factors, nor to "rotate" them to some meaningful orientation. Their aim 

is not to be able to describe the factors verbally but merely to be able to represent 

terms, documents and queries in a way that escapes the unreliability, ambiguity and 

redundancy of individual terms as descriptors. 

 

It is possible to reconstruct the original term by document matrix from its factor 

weights with reasonable but not perfect accuracy. It is important for the method that 
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the derived   k –dimensional factor space not reconstruct the original term space 

perfectly, because we believe the original term space to be unreliable. Rather we want 

a derived structure that expresses what is reliable and important in the underlying use 

of terms as document referents. 

 

Unlike many typical uses of factor analysis, we are not necessarily interested in 

reducing the representation to a very low dimensionality, say two or three factors, 

because we are not interested in being able to visualize the space or understand it. But 

we do wish both to achieve sufficient power and to minimize the degree to which the 

space is distorted. We believe that the representation of conceptual space for any large 

document collection will require more than a handful of underlying independent 

"concepts", and thus that the number of orthogonal factors that will be needed is likely 

to be fairly large. Moreover, we believe that the model of a Euclidean space is at best 

a useful approximation. In reality, conceptual relations among terms and documents 

certainly involve more complex structures, including, for example, local hierarchies 

and non-linear interactions between meanings. More complex relations can often be 

made to approximately fit a dimensional representation by increasing the number of 

dimensions. In effect, different parts of the space will be used for different parts of the 

language or object domain. Thus we have reason to avoid both very low and 

extremely high numbers of dimensions. In between we are guided only by what 

appears to work best. What we mean by "works best" is not (as is customary in some 

other fields) what reproduces the greatest amount of variance in the original matrix, 

but what will give the best retrieval effectiveness. 

 

How do we process a query in this representation? Recall that each term and 

document is represented as a vector in k -dimensional factor space. A query, just as a 

document, initially appears as a set of words. We can represent a query (or "pseudo-

document") as the weighted sum of its component term vectors. (Note that the 

location of each document can be similarly described; it is a weighted sum of its 

constituent term vectors.) To return a set of potential candidate documents, the 

pseudo-document formed from a query is compared against all documents, and those 

with the highest cosines, that are the nearest vectors, are returned. Generally either a 

threshold is set for closeness of documents and all those above it returned, or the n 

closest are returned. (We are concerned with the issue of whether the cosine measure 
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is the best indication of similarity to predict human relevance judgments, but we have 

not yet systematically explored any alternatives, cf. Jones & Furnas [16].) 

 

A concrete example may make the procedure and its putative advantages clearer. And 

the example is given in Deerwester S. research paper [8]. The technical details and 

more details are given in this paper. 

2.5 Latent Semantic Analysis for User Modeling 
 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a tool for extracting semantic information from 

texts as well as a model of language learning based on the exposure to texts. They 

also designed tutoring strategies to automatically detect lexeme misunderstandings 

and to select among the various examples of a domain the one which is best to expose 

the student to. 

 

LSA is both a tool for representing the meaning of words [8] and a cognitive model of 

learning [20]. LSA analyses large amount of texts by means of a statistical method 

and represents the meaning of each word as a vector in a high-dimensional space. 

Pieces of texts are also represented in this semantic space. Semantic comparisons 

between words or pieces of texts are made by computing the cosine between them. 

They rely on this tool to represent both domain and student knowledge in a tutoring 

system. In our field (language learning), domain knowledge is composed of the usual 

meaning of words as well as textual materials. Student knowledge is composed of the 

student meaning of words.  

 

They designed two tutoring strategies based on this dual knowledge representation. 

The first one automatically detects student misunderstandings from the analysis of 

what he/she has written. The second one selects among the various textual stimuli a 

student can be exposed to, the one which is supposed to be the best for improving 

learning. 
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2.5.1 Automatic detection of misunderstandings 

 

The meaning of a lexeme is given by all the lexemes close to it.  This is akin to the 

Saussurian point of view that the meaning (of a word) is determined by what 

surrounds it [29]. An example results from an analysis of a small database of animal 

features. The closest lexemes to the lexeme eats meat are fawn-colored (.51), tiger 

(.36), has black spots (.20), etc. 

 

That representation allows us to design a method to automatically detect lexeme 

misunderstandings. The idea is to take, for each lexeme written by the student, the 

neighboring lexemes in the student semantic space. Then, we compare these semantic 

proximities in the student semantic space and in the domain semantic space. If there is 

a too big difference between the semantic proximities in the two semantics spaces, it 

means that there is a student misunderstanding of that lexeme. For instance, if in the 

student space the word pillow is close to drugs, codeine, aspirin, dosage, the system 

says that the student does not have a correct understanding of the word pillow. 

 

To be more formal, for each lexeme X of the learner space, we consider the X1, . . . , 

Xα  closest lexemes. Then, for each Xi , we compute the difference: 

 

|  proximitydomainspace (X, Xi)   -   proximitystudentnspace (X, Xi)  | 

 

Therefore, we obtain α difference. The smaller these differences are, the better the 

understanding of X by the learner. These differences are classified in two intervals: 

[0; λ[, [λ; 2]. The values α and λ need to be defined experimentally. From our 

experience, we think that value such as 20 for α and 0.2 for λ would be good starting 

points. 

 

The understanding of X by the learner is determined from the distribution of the 

differences Xi over the two intervals: 

 

-if most of the Xi belongs to [0; λ[, we consider that the meaning of X is well 

understood; 

-else, we consider that the meaning of X is not well understood. 
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Figure 7 presents the algorithm. We implemented the previous “most of” by the fact 

that two third of the Xi belong to the corresponding category.  

The list of lexemes that are likely to be misunderstood can then be used directly by a 

teacher or by the pedagogical module of a tutoring system in order to select the 

appropriate learning materials. 

 

 

Figure 7: Algorithm for the automatic detection of the misunderstanding of lexeme X. 

2.5.2 Automatic selection of stimuli 

 

In the LSA model, learning results from the exposure to sequences of lexemes which 

they mentioned before. The idea that learning a second language is essentially based 

on the exposure to the language, and not only to explanation of the rules of that 

language, is nowadays recognized by researchers in second language acquisition [17]. 

By being exposed to sequences of lexemes in a random fashion, a student would 

certainly learn some lexemes in the same way a child learns new words by reading 

various books.  

 

However, the process of learning could be speeded up by selecting the right sequence 

of lexemes given the current state of student entities. Therefore, the problem is to 

know which text (for language learning) or which move (for game learning) has the 

highest chance of enlarging the part of the semantic space covered by the student 

entities. 
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2.5.2.1 Selecting the closest sequence 
 

Suppose we decide to select the sequence which is the closest to the student 

sequences. Suppose that {s1, s2, . . . sn} are the student sequences and {d1, d2, . . . dp} 

the domain sequences, we select dj such that: 

 

 

 

 

is minimal. Figure 8 shows that selection in a 2-dimensional representation (remind 

that LSA works because it uses a lot of dimensions). Domain entities are represented 

by black squares and student entities by white squares. 

 

Let us illustrate this by means of an example. Suppose the domain is composed of 82 

sequences of lexemes corresponding each to an Aesop’s fable. Then suppose that a 

beginner student was asked to provide an English text in order for the process to be 

initiated. The user model is composed of only this sequence of lexemes: 

My English is very basic. I know only a few verbs and a few nouns. I live in a small 

village in the mountains. I have a beautiful brown cat whose name is Felix. Last week, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Selecting the closest sequence. 

 

 

n

i = 1

proximity(si , dj )∑
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my cat caught a small bird and I was very sorry for the bird. He was injured. I tried to 

save it but I could not. The cat did not understand why I was unhappy. I like walking 

in the forest and in the mountains. I also like skiing in the winter. I would like to 

improve my English to be able to work abroad. I have a brother and a sister. My 

brother is young. 

 

Running LSA, the closest domain sequence is the following: 

 

Long ago, the mice had a general council to consider what measures they could take 

to outwit their common enemy, the Cat. Some said this, and some said that; but at last 

a young mouse got up and said he had a proposal to make, which he thought would 

meet the case.“ You will all agree,” said he, “that our chief danger consists in the sly 

and treacherous manner in which the enemy approaches us. Now, if we could receive 

some signal of her approach, we could easily escape from her. I venture, therefore, to 

propose that a small bell be procured, and attached by a ribbon round the neck of the 

Cat. By this means we should always know when she was about, and could easily 

retire while she was in the neighborhood.” This proposal met with general applause, 

until an old mouse got up and said: “That is all very well, but who is to bell the Cat?” 

The mice looked at one another and nobody spoke. Then the old mouse said: It is easy 

to propose impossible remedies. 

 

It is hard to tell why this text ought to be the easiest for the student. A first answer 

would be to observe that several words of the fable occurred already in the student’s 

text (like cat, young, small, know, etc.). However, LSA is not limited to occurrence 

recognition: the mapping between domain and student’s knowledge is more complex. 

A second answer is that the writer of the first text actually found that fable the easiest 

from a set of 10 randomly selected ones. The third answer is that LSA has been 

validated several times as a model of knowledge representation; however, 

experiments with many subjects need to be performed to validate that particular use of 

LSA. 

 

Although the closest sequence could be considered the easiest by the student, it is 

probably not suited for learning because it is in fact too close to the student’s 

knowledge. 
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2.5.2.2 Selecting the farthest sequence 
 

Another solution would be then to choose the farthest sequence (figure 9). In our 

example, this would return: 

 

A Horse and an Ass were traveling together, the Horse prancing along in its fine 

trappings, the Ass carrying with difficulty the heavy weight in its panniers. “I wish I 

were you,” sighed the Ass; “nothing to do and well fed, and all that fine harness upon 

you.” Next day, however, there was a great battle, and the Horse was wounded to 

death in the final charge of the day. His friend, the Ass, happened to pass by shortly 

afterwards and found him on the point of death. “I was wrong,” said the Ass: Better 

humble security than gilded danger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Selecting the farthest sequence. 

 

That sequence was found quite hard to understand by our writer. Choosing the farthest 

sequence is therefore probably not appropriate for learning either, because it is too far 

from the student’s knowledge. 

2.5.2.3 Selecting the closest sequence among those that are far enough 
 

None of the previous solutions being satisfactory, a solution would then be to ignore 

domain sequences that are too close to any of the student sequences. A zone is 

therefore defined around each student sequence and domain sequences inside these 
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zones are not considered (we present a way of implementing that procedure in the 

next section). Then by using the same process described in the previous section, we 

select the closest sequence from the remaining ones. Figure 10 illustrates this 

selection. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Selecting the next stimulus: the closest among those that are far enough. 

 

The idea that learning is optimal when the stimuli is neither too close nor too far from 

the student’s knowledge has been theorized by Vygotsky [34] with the notion of zone 

of proximal development. He influenced Krashen [17] who defined the input 

hypothesis as an explanation of how a second language is acquired: the learner 

improves his/her linguistic competence when he receives second language ‘input’ 

which is one step beyond his/her current stage of linguistic competence [37]. 

 

An experiment of a similar idea was performed by Wolfe et al. [36]. They show that 

learning was greatest for texts that were neither too easy nor too difficult. 

2.6 A Structure Representation of Word-Senses for 

Semantic Analysis   
 

This paper focused on semantic knowledge representation issues. However, many 

other issues related to natural language processing have been dealt with. The purpose 

of this section is to give a brief overview of the text understanding system and its 
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current status of implementation. Figure 11 shows the three modules of the text 

analyzer. 

All the modules are implemented in VM/PROLOG and run on IBM 3812 mainframe. 

The morphology associates at least one lemma to each word; in Italian this task is 

particularly complex due to the presence of recursive generation mechanisms, such as 

alterations, nominalization of verbs, etc. For example, from the lemma casa (home) it 

is possible to derive the words cas-etta (little home), cas-ett-ina (nice little home), cas-

ett-in-accia (ugly nice little home) and so on. At present, the morphology is complete, 

and uses for its analysis a lexicon of 7000 lemmata [1].   

 

The syntactic analysis determines syntactic attachment between words by verifying 

grammar rules and forms agreement; the system is based on a context free grammar 

[1]. Italian syntax is also more complex than English: in fact, sentences are usually 

composed by nested hypothetical phrases, rather than linked Para tactical. For 

example, a sentence like "John goes with his girl friend Mary to the house by the river 

to meet a friend for a pizza party” might sound odd in English but is a common 

sentence structure in Italian. 

 

Syntactic relations only reveal the surface structure of a sentence. A main problem is 

to determine the correct prepositional attachments between words: it is the task of 

semantics to explicit the meaning of preposition and to detect the relations between 

words. 

 

The task of disambiguating word-senses and relating them to each other is automatic 

for a human being but is the hardest for a computer based natural language system. 

The semantic knowledge representation model presented in this paper does not claim 

to solve the natural language processing problem, but seems to give promising results, 

in combination with the other system components. 
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Figure 11: Scheme of the Text Understanding System. 
 

 

The semantic processor consists of a semantic knowledge base and a parsing 

algorithm. The semantic data base presently consists of 850 word-sense definitions; 

each definition includes in the average 20 elementary graphs. Each graph is 

represented by a pragmatic rule, with the form: 

 

a) The Text Analyzer 

Lexicon 
Desin  models 

MORPHOLOGY 

Grammer rules SYNTACTICS 

Conceptual 
dictionary 

SEMANTICS 

b) A sample output 

The Prime Minister 
...decides a meeting with parties... 

Decides = verb.3.sing.pres. 
Meeting = noun.sing.masc. 
Parties = noun.plur.masc. 

a 

VP 

decides NP 

NP PP 

meeting with parties 

decides 

VP 

VP NP 

PP 

meeting 

with 
parties 

a 

MEETING POL_PARTY PARTIC 
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(1) CONC_REL(W,*x) < -COND(Y,*x). 

 

The above has the reading :"*x modifies the word-sense W by the relation 

CONC_REL if *x is a Y". For example, the PR: 

 

AGNT(think,*x) < -COND(H UMAN_ENTITY,*y). 

 

Corresponds to the elementary graph: 

 

[think]-- > (AGNT)-- > [HUMAN_ENTITY] 

 

The rule COND(Y,*x) requires in general a more complex computation than a simple 

super type test, as detailed in [22]. The short term objective is to enlarge the 

dictionary to 1000 words. A concept editor has been developed to facilitate this task. 

The editor also allows visualizing, for each word-sense, a list of all the occurrences of 

the correspondent words within the press agency releases data base (about 10000 

news). 

 

The algorithm takes as input one or more parse trees, as produced by the syntactic 

analyzer. The syntactic surface structures are used to derive, for each couple of 

possibly related words or phrases, an initial set of hypothesis for the correspondent 

semantic structure. For example, a noun phrase (NP) followed by a verb phrase (VP) 

could be represented by a subset of the LINK relations listed in the Appendix. The 

specific relation is selected by verifying type constraints, expressed in the definitions 

of the correspondent concepts. For example, the phrase "John opens (the door)" gives 

the parse: 

 

NP = NOUN(.Iohn) 

VP = VERB(opens) 

 

A subject-verb relation as the above could be interpreted by one of tile following 

conceptual relations: AGNT, PARTICIPANT, INSTRUMENT etc. Each relation is 

tested for semantic plausibility by the rule: 
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(2) RFI._CONC(×,y) <- (x: REL_CONC(x,*y= y) )& (y: REI._CONC(*x = x,y) ). 

 

The (2) is proved by rewriting the conditions expressed on the right end side in terms 

of COND(Y,*x) predicates, as in the (I), and then attempting to verify these 

conditions. In the above example, (1) is proved true for the relation AGNT, because: 

 

AGNT(open,person: John)<- (open: AGNT(open,*x = person: John) )& 

(person: AGNT(*y = open,person: John)). 

(open: AGNT(open,*x) < -COND(HUMAN_ENTITY,*x). 

(person: AGNT(*y,person) < -COND(MOVE ACT,*y)). 

 

The conceptual graph will be 

[PERSON: John 1 .: --(AGNT) < --[OPEN] 

 

For a detailed description of the algorithm, refer to [34] at the end of the semantic 

analysis, the system produces two possible outputs. The first is a set of short 

paraphrases of the input sentence: for example, given the sentence "The ACE signs an 

agreement with the government" gives: 

 

The Society ACE is the agent of the act SIGN. 

AGP, EEM ENT is the result of the act SIGN. 

The GOVERN M EN'F participates to the AGREEMENT. 

 

The second output is a conceptual graph of the sentence, generated using a graphic 

facility. An example is shown in Figure 12. A PROI.OG list representing the graph is 

also stored in a database for future analysis (query answering, deductions etc.). 
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Figure 12: Conceptual graph for the sentence "The ACE signs a contract with 

the government" 

 

As far as the semantic analysis is concerned, current efforts are directed towards tile 

development of a query answering system and a language generator. Future studies 

will concentrate on discourse analysis [26]. 

2.7 Natural Language Processing Complexity and 

Parallelism 
 

This paper will focus on rule-based and on constraint based systems and not on 

statistical approaches such as those exemplified by the work at IBM [5]. The 

following word morphology and text analysis sections show where processing choices 

need to be made and where parallelism could be implemented [2], [33]. 

The ideas presented here are more specifically applicable to French, and less to other 

languages. Whenever needed, such differences are indicated. 

 

The morphology component allows the system to recognize the various forms of a 

word in an effort to reduce the size of dictionaries. The Petit Robert dictionary for 

French contains around 60,000 entries. Imagine if instead of the single entry danser, 

the number of entries will have to be multiplied by the number of all possible 

conjugations for the 6 persons and for all tenses. Morphology analysis reduces storage 

requirements and hence converts the problem of recognizing word forms from an 

information retrieval problem to a classification problem where the system has to strip 

the word from its suffix in order to recognize its stem. 

 

COMPANY
: Ace 

AGNT SIGN OBJ CONTRACT 

PART GOVERMENT 
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Essentially, the system removes the letters at the end of the word (its suffix or 

termination) one at a time starting by the last letter. Each time it strips the word of a 

letter; it will then look it up in a stem dictionary to see if the remaining string is a 

viable stem. It then iterates over the other letters. If the dictionary is already in 

memory and is accessed by a hashing algorithm, the time complexity of such a 

process would be: w * Θ (1); where w is the length of the word, which is quite 

insignificant in comparison to the size of the Hash Table. This analysis does not 

include the file-accessing overhead. 

 

In general, such a methodology is acceptable for languages where the effect of 

suffixes is local but not acceptable for languages where the influence is over a longer 

distance. For illustration, in Arabic, both prefixes and suffixes are modified during 

inflection [23] [24] while in Turkish, suffixes are influenced by vowel harmony 

processes [7] [25]. Accordingly, the problem of mapping between the surface form 

and the lexical form, two-level morphology, is quite hard in such languages making it 

NP-complete if null characters are excluded [6]. 

 

For French, the stem selection could be parallelized by sending the same word of 

length w to as many processors as there are letters in the word, i.e. w processors. Each 

processor, Pi, where i is the number of letters to be stripped, would have to verify if 

the resulting word of length w − i is a stem. Supposing the parallelization is based on 

a Directed-acyclic-graph model (DAG) where synchronization and communication 

costs are ignored, the complexity of such an algorithm depends on the access method 

used for the Stem dictionary. If it were hashed as would be expected, the time 

complexity would be Θ(1), which is the same as that of the serial algorithm. This 

result should not, however, be used to underestimate the usefulness of the parallel 

approach. It only indicates that both algorithms will not deteriorate if the size of the 

data increases rapidly, which is neither the case of the size of words in French nor is it 

for hashing [21]. 

 

As for the expected actual execution time of the parallel algorithm, it will be reduced 

to 1/w of that of its sequential counterpart. This approach is analogous to that of the 

Kimmo system, which uses parallel finite state automata to find the correspondence 

between the surface and the lexical form of a word [18]. 
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2.8 Summary 
 
After the study I have got some idea that how the semantic analysis work for 

information retrieval and document matching. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is 

the one best technique which is using frequently for information retrieval. But each 

technique has some limitation for using in the system. For example, SVD have 

approximated the original term-document matrix using 50-100 orthogonal factors or 

derived dimensions. Memory limitation some time gives boundary for processing a 

document using semantic analysis. But still we can use some technique to avoid this 

kind of problems.  
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Chapter 3 

3.1 What I am doing? 
 

In our SMART project the user will submit some text from his or her mobile to a 

server and the text will be save in a database. It can also be done from internet. But 

the main idea is find out the subject, object, message type, priority and name of the 

sender. And I am trying to implement and develop a new algorithm for this project. 

By using my algorithm we can find out the object, message type and also the priority.  

3.2 Propose algorithm 
 

The proposed algorithm is divided by three parts. The algorithm is implemented by 

JAVA language. For the database I use Microsoft Access but we can also use Oracle, 

SQL Server depending on the project requirement. There are three data table which 

are Objects, Processeddata and Rowdata.     

 

 

Figure 13: Objects Data Table 

The Objects table is using for store the object information. Such as object Id 

(Identification number), Object name and the keywords which are using to identify 

the objects name by the system. The Objects table is Figure 13.   

 

The Figure 14 is the Processeddata Table. Where all input message is processed by 

semantic analysis and after identify the Object name, text type and priority it store the 

data is the processeddata table. Meta data of this table are the ID, Message, 

ObjectName, Type, Priority, Subject, Comments and Reviewed. Where ID is the 
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unique row identification number, Message is using for storing the input text. After 

semantic analysis of the input text, the identified object name is store in the 

ObjectName column and text type is stored in the Type column. Priority is using for 

store the text priority and Subject field is using for store the short subject of the whole 

input message. Comments is using for analyzer if he or she want to add some 

comment. And the Reviewed field is using to count that how many time the message 

reviewed by analyzer or the user.  

 

 
 

Figure 14: Processed Data Table 

 
 

The Figure 15 is the Rowdata Table. This table is using for submit the text by user 

from mobile or internet. There are three fields in this table which are the Message, ID 

and status. Message field is using for store the input text which is using in future for 

semantic analysis for identifying the object name, text type and priority. The ID field 

is using for uniquely identify the row. And the status field is using for check by the 

system where the message or text is processed or not. If the text is processed by 

semantic analysis then the status field will be read else it will be always unread.   

 

 
Figure 15: Row Data Table 
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3.2.1 Object Identify Algorithm 

 

String   Detect_Object(String message[all_unread_message],     String Objects[all_objects]) 

{ 

Integer   row = 1, col = 0; 

//Create two dimension array for store object name and keywords. 

String   object_array[max_keywords][max_objects]; 

//Create two dimension array for store the weight value. 

Integer weight_array[max_keywords][max_objects]; 

//Create one dimension array for store sum of weight matrix value. 

Integer sum_array[max objects]; 

//Initialize both array before enter the value. 

for(int i = 0; i < max_keywords; i ++) 

for(int j = 0; j < max_objects; j ++) 

{ 

object_array[i][j] = “”; 

weight_array[i][j] = 0; 

} 

//Store all the objects in first row of the object array 

for(int j = 0; j < max_objects; j ++)   object_array[0][j] = object[j]; 

//Store all the keywords of the objects following by same column  

for(int i = 0; i < max_objects; i ++) 

{ 

while(object[i].hasMoreKeywords()) 

{ 

 object_array[row++][col] = keyword;  

} 

row = 1; 

col ++; 

} 

//For each text it use keyword matching 

for(int i = 0; i < message.length(); i++) 

{ 

 String Token[] = TokenizeMessage(message[i]); 

             for(int j = 0; j < Token.length(); j ++) 

 { 
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  for(int y = 0; y < max_objects; y ++) 

       for(int x = 1; x < max_keywords; x ++) 

if(Token[j] = = object_array[x][y] ) then  weight_array[x][y] +=1; 

} 

} 

Integer Sum = 0; 

//Find out the maximum which is maximum keyword matching object 

for(int y = 0; y < max_objects; y ++) { 

for(int x = 1; x < max_keywords; x ++) 

  { 

      sum + =  weight_array[x][y]; 

  } 

  sum_array[y] = sum; 

  sum = 0; 

  } 

// Findout the maximum from the sum array and its index too.  

Integer index = maximum(sum_array[max_objects]); 

//Return the object name. 

If(maximum(sum_array[max_objects]) > 1) then  Return   object_array[0][index]; 

else 

Return  “”; 

} 

3.2.2 Text Type Identify Algorithm 

 

String   Detect_type(String  message[all_unread_message]) 

{ 

// Create a weight array for store the value. 

Integer weight_array[max_msg_type] ; 

// Create a array to store the message type. 

String  message_type[] = {“proposal”, “report”, “suggestion”, “opinion”, 

“request”, “information”, “complain”}; 

//checking the type from each text 

for(int i = 0; i < message.length(); i++) 

{ 

 String Token[] = TokenizeMessage(message[i]); 
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             While(Token[i].hasMoreToken()) 

 { 

    for(int j = 0; j < message_type.length(); j ++) 

     { 

     if( Token[i] = = message_type[j]) weight_array[j] += 1; 

    } 

} 

//Find out the maximum weight from the weight array. 

Integer index = maximum(weight_array[max_msg_type]); 

//Return the text type 

if(maximum(weight_array[max_msg_type]) ! = 0) Return  message_type[index]; 

else 

Return “”; 

} 

3.2.3 Text Priority Algorithm 

 

Integer   get_priority(String  message_type) 

{ 

if(message_type = = “report”) Return  Random_Number(50 to 100); 

else 

if(message_type = = “proposal”) Return  Random_Number(10 to 50); 

else 

if(message_type = = “suggestion”) Return  Random_Number(30 to 70); 

else 

if(message_type = = “opinion”) Return  Random_Number(10 to 50); 

else 

if(message_type = = “information”) Return  Random_Number(20 to 50); 

else 

if(message_type = = “complain”) Return  Random_Number(70 to 100); 

else 

if(message_type = = “”) Return  0; 

} 
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3.3 How the Algorithm work? 
 

To identifying the object I used two arrays for store the object name and keywords, 

another one is using for counting the weight. At first all the keywords and object 

stored in the object_array. For example, if we take a sample text: 

 

Lulea University Of Technology. All the type of the view point and proposal 

collection.  

 

The object_array will be look like the Figure 16. 

 
 
 

Lulea University of Technology Isrutchsbana Bnear IT 
Lulea Play company 

University ground system 
Technology child integration 
Education Isrutchsbana architecture 
Research Ice industry 

Collaboration Kids peace 
Student playing Bnear 
Doctor  IT 

Examination   
Lecturer   
Teacher   
Lecture   
Lesson   

Laboratory   
Thesis   
Schedule   
Lesson   

  
Figure 16: Object_array 

 
 

In the object_array the first row is using for store the object name. Other rows are 

using for keywords following by object name. The row size depends on maximum 

keyword for each object. After the semantic analysis the weight_array will be look 

like the Figure 17. 
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0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

 
Figure 17: weight_array. 

 
After that I count the entire column from weight_array and store it sum_array. Now 

the sum_array will be look like: 

 
 
 
 
 
Because the first column showing the maximum number that means the first object 

name from the object_array will be return. 

 

The text type also identify in the same way. At first the system tokenized the whole 

message and each word of the message is checking for the type: proposal, report, 

suggestion etc. There is also weight_array which store the matching value and from 

that array the system find out the maximum value and index.  Then return the text 

type from message_type array using by the index. 

 

The text priority is depending on the text type. We can set this any time inside our 

system.  

 

 

3 0 0 
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3.4 Implemented Application 
 

The semantic analysis is implemented by JAVA language and there is also a 

Graphical Interface for SMART client which is created by Visual Basic 6. The Figure 

18 is client interface for text analyzer. Where there are subject field, text field, object 

field, user field, type field, priority field and comment field. The task of each field I 

describe before. But some field like the Subject field is using to generate a short 

subject from the input text.    

 
 

 
 

Figure 18: SMART Client Interface 1. 

 
Another is the user filed which is using for the users who login for analysis the 

processed data. And the comment field is using for the user comments about the input 

text. Where the status is an option button where we can see the row input data by 

click on Input. And if we click on Processed then all the processed data which are 

analysis by semantic analysis will be shown. And the Reviewed option will be 

checked if the processed data is reviewed by any user. The save button is using for 

update information from the saved data in the database. Delete button is using for 

delete data from the database. The two arrow button is using for move the cursor to 
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next and previous data. Another button is Edit Object and keywords which call 

another form for editing, we can see in the Figure 19.  

 

 
 

Figure 19: SMART Client Interface 2. 

 
 
This interface is using to add and edit the object list and keyword which is related 

with object. There are some command buttons which functions are same as the 

previous interface. But Add button is using to add a new object and keywords for the 

semantic analysis. Clear button is using for clear the text fields of object id, object 

name and keywords.  Another interface is for login which we can see in the Figure 20.  
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Figure 20: Login Form for SMART Client 

 
This is the first loading form which is using for security reason. This gives us a full 

security that no one can change and update the row data from the database.  
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Chapter 4 

4.1 Testing 
  
Testing is a significant part of a system and without testing we can’t appraise any 

system. For our SMART system I take the following data for input inside the system 

to check the output and system constancy. The Figure 21 is our input data table.  

 

Type Name Description 
Proposal Lulea 

University of 
Technology 

Lulea University of 
Technology. All the type 
of the viewpoint and 
proposal collection 

Proposal Unimbo AB Here we are doing object 
Report Isrutschbana Isrutchsbana with Ice 

sculpture where kids 
playing with snow 

Proposal Proposal box Here is the proposal box 
Proposal Bnear IT Company Bnear IT AB. 

All the type of the 
viewpoint and proposal 

receives. 
Report Trash can A trash can where one 

throws trash. Report 
about the problem or if it 

is full. 
Proposal Expire Test Here is the temporary 

proposal box. After the 
deadline, no new 

proposal can be taken 
but the received 

proposal will remain 
   

Figure 21: Input Data Table. 

In the above table the text type, object name and sample input texts are give to check 

semantic analysis. 

4.2 Result 
 

All the data from the data table which we see in the Figure 21 are saved in our 

database. And the system is read the data from the database and analysis those data. 
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After semantic analysis all the processed data save in another database. So after run 

the semantic analysis I found the result like: 

 

Text:- Lulea University Of Technology. All the type of the view point and proposal 

collection 

Object:-Lulea University of Technology 

Text Type:- proposal 

Text Priority:- 38 

 
Text:- Here we are doing object 

Object:-Object not found by system 

Text Type:- Type not found by system 

Text Priority:- 0 

 
Text:- Isrutchsbana with ice sculpture where kids playing with snow 

Object:-Isrutchsbana 

Text Type:- Type not found by system 

Text Priority:- 0 

 
Text:- Here is the proposal box 

Object:-Proposal Box 

Text Type:- proposal 

Text Priority:- 40 

 
Text:- Company Bnear IT AB. All type of the viewpoint and proposal receives. 

Object:-Bnear IT 

Text Type:- proposal 

Text Priority:- 46 

 
Text:- A trash can where one throws trash. Report about the problem if it is full. 

Object:-Trash can 

Text Type:- report 

Text Priority:- 93 

 
Text:- Here is the temporary proposal box. After the deadline, no new proposal can 

be taken but the recieved proposal will remain 

Object:-Expire Test 

Text Type:- proposal 

Text Priority:- 42 

 
 

All the above output come direct from the system. Depending on the text or user input 

data the semantic analysis identify the objects and text type with priority. The key 

concept of this semantic analysis strongly depend on the keywords. 
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4.3 Evaluation 
 
After testing it come to the system accuracy that how much correct result the system 

can done. I used eight text examples for testing the SMART system for semantic 

analysis. And it gives us five accurate results. But it is totally depending on the 

information that how much keyword we stored in our database. After evaluation it 

appears that the system can give us 62.5 % accurate result even if it is a prototype. So 

the stability of the system will be depending in future on the input text and the 

keyword information to identify the object and text type.  
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Chapter 5 

5.1 Future work 
 

In my proposed algorithm we can easily find out the object, type and priority from the 

input text. Now a day semantic analysis is using for resume type recognize, crime 

report investigation, pattern matching from the web site texts. To generate a small 

subject from the input text can be a good future work by using semantic analysis. We 

can also find out the input text’s user name or the person name if it is given in the 

input text. Another interesting work can be finding out the user location. Depending 

on the object name we can also match the side scenario of the original object and can 

find out the real object from the input text.      

 

In future semantic analysis can be also use for exam paper checking, search the 

certain topic from the web published newspaper. It can also be use to understand the 

human language where the text is English or Swedish.     

5.2 Conclusion 
 
This research has produced the user input text summaries and find out the object 

name, text type and text priority. Hopefully, this research part can be successfully 

added in SMART project for increasing user usability. And in future this idea of 

semantic analysis can be use in large scale. With this research project, I hope to have 

made a useful contribution and evaluation of the user input text summaries.     
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